
CJC Corporate Plan Priorities 2024_2025

This report was generated on 19/02/24. Overall 16 respondents completed this questionnaire. 
The report has been filtered to show the responses for 'All Respondents'. A total of 16 cases 
fall into this category.

The following charts are restricted to the top 12 codes. Lists are restricted to the most recent
100 rows. 

Are you responding as:

an individual (14)

a group/organisation (1)

a business (1)

town/community council  (-)

other (-)

6%

88%

6%

Do you:

Live and work in Neath Port Talbot (5)

Live and work in Carmarthenshire (3)

Live in Neath Port Talbot (3)

Work in Neath Port Talbot (3)

Live and work in City and County of Swansea (3)

Live in City and County of Swansea (2)

Live in Carmarthenshire (1)

Work in Carmarthenshire (1)

Live in Pembrokeshire (1)

Work in Pembrokeshire (1)

Work in City and County of Swansea (1)

Live and work in Pembrokeshire (-)

6%

31%

19%

6%

6%

6%

19%

13%

19%

19%

6%



How far do you agree that the above priorities will support us to progress the 
Economic Well-being of the region?

Agree (11)

Disagree (2)

Don't know (2)

Strongly disagree (1)

Strongly agree (-)

6%

13%

13%

69%

Please let us know if there are any amendments, including additions, that you 
would like to see in regards our priorities to meet the Economic Well-being 
objective

The obsession with Net Zero is doing damage to the economy. Yes, it's important, but a balance
needs to be struck.

Rolling back on the net zero objectives. As a small percentage of the small percentage on the UK we
are in no economic position to be subjecting local people to impoverishment in pursuit of these
questionable targets.

I am being forced to work in the Quays as not staff when It is more than reasonable to do my job from
home atleast three days a week . Waste of money having it open ? Waste of money , fuel me driving
there ? It's a computer desk job . It's supposed to be hotdesking but my colleagues are forced in 5
days a week . Why? That's not good for the environment either pointless driving. I'm looking for
another job.  It's really silly.

Bigger use of the waterfront for local and visitor use

Prioritise economic justice and equity, eg remove barriers to many disabled, neurodivergent and non-
graduates to applying for funding and starting/growing businesses

How far do you agree that the above priorities will help us move forward with the 
Regional Transport Plan for south west Wales?

Agree (8)

Disagree (4)

Strongly agree (2)

Strongly disagree (1)

Don't know (1)

13%

6%

6%

50%

25%



Please let us know if there are any amendments, including additions, that you 
would like to see in regards to our priorities to meet the Regional Transport 
objective.

Regional transport plan needs to include improvements for all methods of travel not just cycling.  The
varying needs of our communities need to be considered.

I would prefer an approach that allows us to compete with other countries on a level playing field.
"Sustainable" is good but not if it kills the country.

Decades of employment decline in the inner regions away from the more populated North East and
South East of the country has led to a reliance and personal transport to fulfil the needs of the working
age population. The concentration of funding to support transport in these areas has been at the
detriment of rural inhabitants. The focus needs to be on a sustainable, affordable and reliable transport
network in the West and Mid west of Wales. Penalising the use of the congested M4 through tighter
and tighter restrictions and penalising the use of personal transport by levying excessive charges
parking, etc is harming the economy.

Bus travel is an issue, seem to be a lack of buses in rural areas.

Needs a more forceful approach as the reality is transport is being cut not improved; do we really think
75% move to electric cars by 35 is a good measure what is this based on

Prioritise those who face barriers in accessing public transport, cost of driving, positioning of electric
charging stations (most aren't suitable for wheelchair users) Improve public engagement so people
can contribute their knowledge and not just do things like this exercise.

How far do you agree that the above priorities will support us to progress the 
strategic development plan across the region?

Agree (9)

Disagree (2)

Strongly disagree (2)

Don't know (2)

Strongly agree (1) 6%

13%

56%

13%

13%

Please let us know if there are any amendments, including additions, that you 
would like to see in regards to our priorities to meet the Strategic Development 
Plan objective. 

Work can start without final guidance from Welsh Government

Start the development before the guidance. It can always be adapted if necessary but will save time

I would prefer you you listen to the electorate and represent their wishes rather than follow your own
agenda.

Plan it quicker and more effectively. Have someone accountable for projects not working.  Make sure
it's being done. Etc etc worked on multiple projects for multiply funds and it's a joke.

Interested in the measures we will be setting just measuring new jobs and businesses is not enough
we need to be looking at these jobs and businesses lasting long term.  Also set real measures on
attracting larger enterprises, this seems as real issue as over the years they have dwindled away

make sure expertise includes the design of inclusive engagement and collaboration processes &
systems



Do you have any further comments about our Draft Corporate Plan priorities for 
2024-2025?

Too much jargon use real easy to understand English or Welsh instead please so that the common
man can understand and get involved. Drop the mumbo Jumbo corporate  platitudes for goodness
sake!

Would our Draft Corporate Plan priorities for 2024-2025 have an impact on you 
and/or your family because of (your and/or their):  (Gender reassignment)

No (12)

Yes (-)

Don't Know (-)

100%

Would our Draft Corporate Plan priorities for 2024-2025 have an impact on you 
and/or your family because of (your and/or their):  (Marriage or civil partnership)

No (11)

Yes (2)

Don't Know (-)

85%

15%

Would our Draft Corporate Plan priorities for 2024-2025 have an impact on you 
and/or your family because of (your and/or their):  (Pregnancy and maternity)

No (12)

Yes (-)

Don't Know (-)

100%

Would our Draft Corporate Plan priorities for 2024-2025 have an impact on you 
and/or your family because of (your and/or their):  (Race)

No (12)

Yes (1)

Don't Know (-)

92%

8%



Would our Draft Corporate Plan priorities for 2024-2025 have an impact on you 
and/or your family because of (your and/or their):  (Religion or belief)

No (11)

Yes (2)

Don't Know (-)

15%

85%

Would our Draft Corporate Plan priorities for 2024-2025 have an impact on you 
and/or your family because of (your and/or their):  (Sex)

No (11)

Yes (1)

Don't Know (-)

8%

92%

Would our Draft Corporate Plan priorities for 2024-2025 have an impact on you 
and/or your family because of (your and/or their):  (Sexual orientation)

No (10)

Yes (2)

Don't Know (-)

17%

83%

If yes, please explain why:

The above question is politically correct nonsense.

The plan will cause a Negative impact on the area. With rising costs and council Tax, little or no heavy
industry high paying jobs. The transport plan is non workable, encouraging tourism to use Public
Transport then closing down routes or cancelling Publiv Transport at short notice due to rain. Putting
wind farms offshore will have an adverse affect on Rivers and the fisheries.

I cannot practice or invest time in my religion fully because the quays is inadequate for this

***Why are disability and age missing from this?*** As an older, disabled person, your plan will impact
my life because I am reliant on the kind of infrastructure that requires coordinated public body action.

Who knows. More nonsense!

Why is the Welsh government going there, as a gay man we have after a long bloody war, we finally
are accept by the majority, there will always be some who will never accept us, that is mainly in our
eyes, some of those who takes what the bible says as the whole truth. religion has held back our fight
to be equal , not just here, but all around the world. The Welsh government should keep they nose of
this, as everything it does, sets Wales further back to the rest of the UK. Better if the Senedd spends
its time on repairing the damage they have done, here already in Wales. The majority of gay people
including me are quite happy, and do not want these clowns in the Senedd touching this and messing
up our lives again



What effect do you think our our Draft Corporate Plan priorities for 2024-2025 will 
have on: (People's opportunities to use the Welsh Language)

No Effect (9)

Positive (2)

Negative (2)

Don't Know (1)

14%

7%

64%

14%

What effect do you think our our Draft Corporate Plan priorities for 2024-2025 will 
have on: (Treating the Welsh language no less favourably then the English 
language)

No Effect (10)

Negative (2)

Positive (1)

Don't Know (1) 7%

71%

7%

14%

Please give the reason(s) for your response to question 8:

Again, PC nonsense.

Only a small portion of thr populas speak Welsh. Outside of the local authority and TV there is no
benefit to learning or speaking the language.

Too much resourse being used to priortise the second language. Costing lives when dealing with
medical based communication and money when dealing with civil based communication

You haven't numbered the Questions , on the mobile phone there are no numbers.

not enough detail to be able to answer positively

I'm assuming you've got to do those by law, even though the priorities don't mention them

It always comes down to this, the Welsh language, a language that only 15 % speak or understand.
Money as been wasted on this, the priories of the Welsh Language is a waste of money & time. Its
education Wales needs, anyone who wants to learn how to speak, understand or read Welsh can do
so in Evening classes as such, I do not think that our language needs to be on a draft corporate plan



In your opinion, what positive effects would our our Draft Corporate Plan 
priorities for 2024-2025 have on people’s opportunities to use the Welsh 
language?

Why would it have any effect whatsoever?

None

Hopefully none. It's ridiculous that that's a priority. One in three school aged children live in poverty.
Sort that out first. I'm all for the Welsh language but people's health and food come first.

Who knows? Even more nonsense!

None what so ever, it as mean that English speaking Welsh people are now being treated as a 2nd
class person, we are mean to be feel as 2nd class Welsh people, due to us not using Welsh, its being
ram down our throats, by those useless clowns in the Senedd

In your opinion, what positive effects would our our Draft Corporate Plan 
priorities for 2024-2025 have on treating the Welsh language no less favourably 
than the English language?

None

cost less. more efficent public services especially when dealing with authority controlled organisations.
the amount of parts to this question as example? Too much emphasis on the importance of the Welsh
language. A view not widely supported

Don't care.

Ditto, more difficult to answer questions!

You should be asking that question, the other way around, those clowns in the Senedd are now
treating the 85%of us as 2nd class, we are now deny working in the civil service if we cannot speak
Welsh, or want to learn it, without those, we are now unable to work in the civil service here in Wales,
but we are allow to work anywhere else in the UK, apart from our country of birth. This is the Welsh
government again singling out non Welsh speakers

In your opinion, what adverse effects would our our Draft Corporate Plan 
priorities for 2024-2025 have on people’s opportunities to use the Welsh 
language?

Any benefit would only be for a small proportion of the people, which is unfair.

Don't care.

Ditto, not enough information has been given to make sense or answer these questions!

Nothing, people are leaving Wales now, if they want to work in private section, and do not speak
Welsh or want to learn it, just to get a job

In your opinion, what adverse effects would our Draft Corporate Plan priorities 
for 2024-2025 have on treating the Welsh language no less favourably than the 
English language?

Id you priorities the Welsh language over the majority English speaking populas it will cause a
negative impact and also br detrimental to tourism.

Dont care

Ditto again

As far as I can see the Welsh government is treating the English speaking Welsh people far less
favourably then those who speak Welsh



How do you think our Draft Corporate Plan priorities for 2024-2025 could be 
developed or revised so that they would have positive effects, or more positive 
effects on people’s opportunities to use the Welsh language?

The Welsh language has no monetary value to it, thats why people learn English or Cantonese.  Why
push the Welsh language it doesnt benefit the region in any way.

Dont care.

Make the Welsh language offer explicit in the priorities

Ditto

You can't, thanks to those clowns in the Senedd the damage is done, the majority of us see this
promote by the clowns as a step too far

How do you think our Draft Corporate Plan priorities for 2024-2025 could be 
developed or revised so that they would have positive effects, or more positive 
effects on treating the Welsh language no less favourably than the English 
language?

The fact you are trying to push the Welsh language tells you all you need to know aboutthe propsal /
Plan.it will noy bring prosperity to Wales in any way shape or form.

Dont care

Use easy language . Drop the jargon . Drop the platitudes.

Same answer as 8. g

How do you think our Draft Corporate Plan priorities for 2024-2025 could be 
developed or revised so that they would not have adverse effects, or would have 
less adverse effects on on people’s opportunities to use the Welsh language?

Why does it matter, nobody is going to invest in Wales just for the opportunity to learn  Welsh

Fwy o gyfle i ddysgu Cymraeg

Ditto

When over 3 quarters of us do not understand Welsh we don't need opportunities to used Welsh,
English to the majority of us, is what we speak in Wales, yet those clowns are wasting public money
on promoting the used of Welsh

How do you think our Draft Corporate Plan priorities for 2024-2025 could be 
developed or revised so that they would not have adverse effects, or would have 
less adverse effects on on treating the Welsh language no less favourably than 
the English language?

Drop the Welsh language

Fwy o Gymraeg

Ditto

Just stop wasting money & time, allow people to work in the civil service in Wales, no matter if they
speak English or Welsh



Please provide your full postcode below (e.g. SA1 2LY). This allows us to more 
accurately pinpoint respondents’ views and needs by area, and to make sure 
we’ve heard from people in all parts of South West Wales

Sa129ur

LD3

sa15 1nz

Sa106tn

Sa12 8yl

sa10 7sq

Sa13

SA18 3BZ

SA15 4LB

sa34lt

SA5 4RA

SA34PW

SA1 2AN

What is your age?

50-59 (9)

60-69 (5)

25-29 (1)

30-39 (1)

under 16 (-)

16-24 (-)

40-49 (-)

70-74 (-)

75-85 (-)

86+ (-)

prefer not to say (-)

6%

56%

31%

6%

Welsh Language - are you:

little or no knowledge (10)

learner (4)

fluent speaker & writer (1)

fairly fluent speaker & writer (1)

fluent speaker (-)

fairly fluent speaker (-)

6%

25%

6%

63%



Are are you pregnant or on maternity leave?

no (13)

prefer not to say (2)

yes (1)

81%

6%

13%

Do you consider yourself to have a disability?

no (13)

yes (3)

prefer not to say (-)

19%

81%

Ethnic origin

White British (15)

prefer not to say (1)

White Irish (-)

Mixed: White & Black Caribbean (-)

Mixed: White & Black African (-)

Mixed: White & Asian (-)

Indian (-)

Bangladeshi (-)

Pakistani (-)

Black African (-)

Black Caribbean (-)

Chinese (-)

94%

6%



Gypsy and Traveller communities - please specify

Irish Traveller (-)

New Traveller (-)

Roma (-)

Romani Gypsy (-)

Showperson (-)

Other (-)

Sex:

male (9)

female (5)

non-binary (1)

prefer not to say (1)

transgender (-)

other (-)

56%

6%

31%

6%

Sexual orientation:

Heterosexual (13)

Gay (2)

Lesbian (-)

Bisexual (-)

prefer not to say (-)

other (-)

87%

13%



Religion / belief:

Christian (9)

no religion (6)

Buddhist (-)

Hindu (-)

Jewish (-)

Muslim (-)

Sikh (-)

prefer not to say (-)

other religion (-)

40%

60%

Nationality:

Welsh (8)

British (7)

prefer not to say (1)

Scottish (-)

English (-)

Irish (-)

other (-)

6%

44%

50%


